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Mathieu Duperré, CEO of Edgegap

1B gamers playing video games online 
There are an estimated 

across consoles, PCs, and mobile devices. The growing demand for online gaming alongside the rise of esports 

has seen studios shift their focus from creating single-player games to multiplayer experiences, with many of 

the industry’s most popular and most profitable titles built around online worlds. 

What’s less talked about is the millions of gamers experiencing issues with their connectivity which compromises 

the enjoyment of the games that they play. We created Edgegap in order to support game developers in 

tackling the latency and connectivity problems with the help of edge computing. 

We commissioned this independent report as not enough data exists on just how much impact poor online 

performance has on gamers, and by extension the bottom line of game publishers. 

We wanted to get a much better understanding of the seriousness of issues such as lag and latency, how 

gamers are responding to them, and the ability of game creators to deliver a reliable, consistent experience. 
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The results are overwhelming: the players we surveyed despise lag, and a majority (51%) blame the game developers rather than the infrastructure the 

games are using for their online connections. Quitting a game in the face of lag and latency was common; a potentially significant problem for 

free-to-play games that rely on gamers spending on in-game assets and unlocks to make money. 

Ultimately, this report frequently highlights the impact of connectivity issues such as lag and latency is causing more than just frustration amongst 

gamers. We hope this report provides a vital reading into the importance of tackling network-related issues affecting online video games because these 

issues have a real effect on players’ behaviour. 

In a world where every click and player action is analyzed by a fleet of data analysts, we hope this report can shine a light on a set of data that hasn’t 

been under much scrutiny, and which can deeply affect a player’s emotional state and subsequent feelings towards a specific game and games studio.



Key Insights
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of gamers in our survey have 
experienced latency issues at some 
point

97% 
of the gamers we spoke to told us latency 
issues stop them from playing as much as 
they’d like

42% 
Half of the gamers we spoke to said lag 
and/or latency was their biggest 
frustration when playing online

50%

of gamers who experience latency blame 
the company managing game servers or 
the game publishers and developers

51% 
More than 34% of gamers told us they 
quit their game or session completely if 
they experience latency

34% 
Gamers will sacrifice quality for better 
performance; 31% said they tried turning 
down graphics and other settings to try to 
improve connection performance

31%



Background 
& Methodology
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Report methodology 
& demographics
Connectivity problems which compromise the enjoyment of the games have become pretty normalised, even as online gaming has become more and more 
popular. But it doesn’t have to be that way. 

Finding there was a lack of specific research into gamers’ experiences of online connectivity issues, Edgegap set out to create the industry’s first 
independent survey of gamers and their experiences of latency and lag when playing online. 

To ensure this report portrayed an accurate representation of the latency landscape in gaming, we worked with independent market research firm, Bryter, 
to create a third-party to survey of over 2000 gamers in the USA and UK with a near-even split across PC, console and mobile. To ensure we captured 
responses from people we consider ‘real gamers’, our respondents spent an average of between eight and nine hours playing online every week. 

The research was conducted across May and June 2022, and took the form of an online questionnaire. 

We hope the findings in this report will educate studios and network providers on the importance of providing the very best online experience for gamers 
while providing them with valuable insight into how to best approach specific challenges relating to lag and latency.
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We conducted an online survey of 2000 US and UK gamers across PC, Console and Mobile
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A balance of mobile, PC & console gamers 
(gamers were assigned to one platform and answered the whole survey about that one)

Age 18-55

Gender: mix, roughly 55%-60% male 

Mobile, Console (Xbox One/S/X, PS4/PS5 and Switch) and PC gamers 

All must play multiplayer games on their allocated platform for 1hr+ per week 

We defined this based on gaming genres and specific titles played to ensure we spoke to the right people

PC Console Mobile

N=350 per market N=350 per market N=300 per market

All gamers we spoke to were regular online multiplayer gamers on their allocated platform… 



The gamers we surveyed - 
by platform
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PC Gamers
N=350 per market

Console Gamers
N=350 per market

Top Titles playedTop Titles played

Minecraft
51%

CoD
42%

GTA
39%

Fortnite
39%

WoW
31%

CoD
56%

Fortnite
46%

Minecraft
41%

GTA
39%

FIFA
35%

CoD
48%

Pokemon Go
45%

Minecraft
43%

MK
41%

Fortnite
48%

Top Titles played

Mobile Gamers
N=300 per market

Average hours
OMP played each
week on platform

9 hrs
Average hours

OMP played each
week on platform

8 hrs

64% 36%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-55

26%

33%

17%

13%

M F

55% 44%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-55

12%

37%

33%

18%

M F

48% 51%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-55

18%

34%

32%

16%

M F

Average hours
OMP played each
week on platform

8 hrs



Part 1:
Gamer 
experiences of 
latency, lag 
and network 
performance 
issues
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What are the key frustrations according to 
online gamers?

Q2.1 Thinking about online gaming on [Mobile / PC / Console], which of the below, if any, are key frustrations for you? 
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011), PC (706), Console (709), Mobile (607) 
*Lag vs Latency: Lag is the feeling of delay, while latency is the measurement of the delay in communication, which causes lag. 11 of 32 | edgegap.com

39%
38%

35%
34%

33%
30%
30%
30%

29%
25%

20%
20%

18%
16%

14%
7%
5%

Lag* issues
Feeling like you have to pay to win/progress

Toxicity
Other players cheating

Long download times
Needing to download updates too often

Lack of storage space on device
Latency* issues

Being forced to watch adverts
Matchmaking wait time

Unreliable broadband
Hardware costs

Constant notifications from games
Too much focus on multiplayer vs. single

Unreliable mobile network connection on…
Phone processing speed

None of these

What are your 
biggest frustrations
when playing
games online?

Lag is the top 
frustration for gamers 
across all platforms

While many might have theorized the impact of lag in the past, we now have concrete evidence that it is the top source of 

frustration for gamers. Combined with latency issues, they represent 50% of all key frustrations gamers can experience on a 

daily basis.
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Nearly all gamers have experienced lag/ latency at 
some point, most frequently on mobile
With an impressive 97% of gamers having felt the effect of latency in one way or another, it’s no wonder many cite it as a top frustration. 

Important to note also that the rise of multiplayer mobile games has not been without hurdles. With 30% of mobile gamers mentioning experiencing lag or latency 
regularly, mobile games developers would do well to look into the issue affecting their titles if only for differentiation.

97% of gamers have 
experienced latency issues at 
some point

Q2.3A How often do you experience latency/lag issues when gaming? 
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011), PC (706), Console (709), Mobile (607

PC

25%

Console

22%

Mobile

30%

Have you ever
experienced 
lag/latency
when gaming?

3%

19%

52%

20%

6%
NET 26% of 
respondents

regularly
experienced

issues

All the time
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never had latency issues when gaming
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Most tend to experience network lag over 
software/ hardware lag
While it can sometimes be hard to pinpoint exactly the source of lag in a game, we believe the experienced gamers that answered this survey are well suited to 
make the distinction between Network, Software and Hardware lag. 

Interesting to note that network issues are the most common across all platforms, but mobile gamers are also more likely to experience hardware and software 
latency issues. This combination makes for the worst player experience for these gamers.

72% of lag/latency issues 
are perceived to be network 
related

Q2.3 What specifically is the type of [lag/ latency issue] that you experience? 
Base: All respondents with lag / latency issues (1009), US (496), UK (513), PC (369), Console (345), Mobile (295)

Type of lag/ latency issues 
(amongst those who 

experience lag/latency) 72% 
37% 

Software
The game itself being slow

Network
Slow/delayed

connection
Hardware

Device being slow

53% 
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The most common effect of latency is lag, followed by jitter 
and slow buffering. Mobile gamers also often 
experience game crashes

What happens when gamers experience latency?

64% of gamers who have had issues 
with latency in the past experience lag 
/ delay in gameplay

Q2.4 And what usually happens when you have these issues with latency?
Base: All respondents with latency issues (1959), US (976), UK (983), PC (684), Console (688), Mobile (587)

Significantly higher/ lower than total average

71% 63% 59%

46% 36% 32%

32% 38% 36%

26% 28% 46%

17% 21% 27%

18% 17% 23%

32% 34% 38%

Lag / Delay in gameplay

Time jumps / jitter

Slow / buffering videos

Slow loading in between sessions / games

Game closes / shuts down

Slow / failed game downloads

Slow / failed game updates

64%

38%

35%

33%

22%

19%

35%

PC gamers are much more likely 

to experience lag or jitter
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Although many gamers try to restart the game or persist 
playing, over a third are quitting their game completely 

While it might sound intuitive to assume that player experience influences player behavior, here we have a clear look into the different actions 
that gamers will take while facing latency issues. Most of these actions are a complete interruption of a gaming session, which has a direct 
impact on player satisfaction and churn rate.

Q2.8 When you experience latency issues, what do you tend to do?
Base: All respondents with latency issues (1959), US (976), UK (983), PC (684), Console (688), Mobile (587) 

34% of gamers quit their game or 
session completely  if they 
experience latency 

Significantly higher/ lower than total average

Restart game

Quit game temporarily and come back later

Just keep playing through it

Restart device

Quit game and play something else

Quit game and your session completely

45%

44%

40%

24%

18%

44%

Quit the Game
Completely 

34% 

PC

32%

Console

32%

Mobile

39%

Mobile gamers are much more likely to quit the game in general, 
but also to play something else (this could be diverting potential 

in-game spenders to other games)  

What action do you take when you experience latency?

NET

Immediate action taken



Part 2:
What level of 
understanding 
do gamers 
have of online 
performance 
issues?
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Half of gamers who have experienced latency blame game 
servers or game developers 
Latency can have different sources, and we can see here that gamers have a good understanding of this fact. However, in most cases the #1 variable that will 
affect latency is the physical distance between players or between players and game server. Also, while it is often easy to blame the internet service provider for a 
poor connection, ISPs are at the mercy of congestion on their own and their partners’ network. What’s more, they cannot really be blamed when a game studio 
game server is situated far from a player, as they will try to provide the best routing possible under the circumstances.

Q2.5 Thinking about when you have latency issues, who/what do you think is to blame?
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011), PC (706), Console (709), Mobile (607)

51% of gamers who experience latency 
blame the company managing game 
servers/ game developers 

Who’s to blame 
for latency?

63%
Internet service

 provider 

51%
Company managing 

game servers/ 
Game developers

24%
Gaming Hardware 
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Gamers tend to see internet connection speed as having the biggest 
impact on latency, although 2 in 5 also blame the game itself

Unfortunately for the majority of gamers that believe so, internet connection speed has very little to do with latency in video games. Multiplayer games data is 
actually very small, and sent at very fast intervals, and so depend mostly on the distance between players and the  network congestion. Internet connection speed 
will only affect these games if the throughput of the internet connection is being utilized by other medias, such as video streaming or big files downloading.

Q2.6 Which of the following, if any, do you think have the biggest impact on latency?
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011), PC (706), Console (709), Mobile (607), Apex Legends (456), Rocket League (410), CoD (884), Fortnite Mobile  (448)

55% of gamers believe that internet 
connection speed has the biggest 
impact on latency 

Internet connection speed

Internet connection type

Issues within the game

Multiple device nearby connected
to the internet

Issues within the device

Distance between internet router & device

Multiple background websites / program

Cross-playing with another device type

An old / outdated router

55%

43%

40%

36%

24%

23%

22%

19%

15%

Ranked in top 3 biggest impact on latency Internet connection speed is 
seen as the main impactor 
across platforms

PC

58%

Console

55%

Mobile

51%
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Half of those who experience latency regularly are seeing 
their gameplay experience worsen 

A significant 42% of gamers state that they would play more if they could remove the effect of latency. This is particularly telling as there is 
generally a direct correlation between the amount of time spent on a game and the amount of money spent on that same title. 

Q2.7. Still thinking about your experience with latency issues, which of the below statements apply to you?
Base: All respondents who experience Latency regularly (518), Apex Legends (135), PUBG (99). Clash Royale (112), Clash of Clans  (116), Among us (131) 

50% of gamers who experience 
latency regularly say latency 
worsens their gameplay experience 

50%

42%

32%

Latency issues really worsen the
game play experience

Latency issues stop me from playing as
much as I like

Game developer need to take more
responsibility for latency issues

I spend a lot of time researching how to
improve latency on my device 30%

Amongst those 
who regularly 
experience 
latency...
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Perhaps more worrying for publishers and developers of online games, a large minority of players of certain titles felt that 
they were responsible for the poor performance of the games. This suggests that not only is there a risk of repetitional 
damage, but also financial, as players may choose not to buy future titles from companies they associate with a poor 
online experience.

Players of certain titles are the most likely to believe that game developers are responsible for poor online performance

Apex Legends

39%

PC/ Console Titles Mobile Titles

PUBG

46%

Clash Royale

42%

Clash of Clans

40%

Among Us

39%
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There are signs of reluctance by gamers to pay for latency 
solutions as it’s not their fault  

While game studios and ISPs are often blamed for bad latency, some players will try to take the matter into their own hands. This is often done 
reluctantly, as we can see from the 59% of players that agree that it should not be up to them to fix this issue.

Q2.12 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011), PC (706), Console (709), Mobile (607)

59% Of gamers feel they shouldn’t 
have to pay money to stop latency 
issues as it’s not their fault 

59%

48%

40%

% of all
respondents

Agree stronglyAgree slightlyNeither agree of disagreeDisagree slightlyDisagree strongly

28%31%28%10%3%

17%31%26%18%8%

13%27%29%22%9%

I shouldn’t have to pay money to stop latency issues, its not my fault

I’ll pay whatever it takes to get the best gaming experience

Latency isn’t that bad that I feel the need to spend money on improving it
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Quick fixes such as closing programmes and restarting the router are thought 
to be most effective, although so too are hardware & connection upgrades 

A total of 91% of all respondents tried a solution to fix their latency problems. While some solution might feel simplistic, others go through great 
length to try to fix the issue. As such, 26% tried upgrading their hardware, 26% tried upgrading their broadband plan, and 14% purchased new 
wireless amplifiers/boosters.

Q2.9 Which of the following, if any, do you think would be the most effective in improving latency issues?
Base: All respondents (2022), US (1011), UK (1011)

24% Believe that turning down their 
graphics resolutions is the most effective 
solution for Latency issues 

Console gamers more often feel 
latency is network-based – 

believing that router restart 
(32%)     or broadband plan 

upgrades (28%) are the most 
effective solutions

27%
27%

26%
26%

25%
24%
24%
22%

16%
14%

13%
11%

10%
5%

Closing other programmes/websites
Restarting router

Uprading gaming hardware
Upgrading broadband plan

Connecting device to router via ethernet cable
Turning off nearby devices with internet connection

Turning down graphics resolution/effects
Upgrading router

Moving closer to the router
Purchasing new wireless amplifiers/ boosters

Using ping reduction software
Playing with those on the same device type
Upgrading/purchasing powerline adaptors

None of these

Ranked in top 3 most effective in reducing latency
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Gamers are trying on average 3 different solutions 
and likely spending nearly $500 to fix latency 

Q2.11 How much, if anything, did you spend on the below solutions?
Base: All respondents who have tried solutions to latency  (1834)

Gamers are trying multiple solutions to 
Latency and are likely spending around 
$500 to try and fix the issue 

Significantly higher/ lower than total average

PC Gamers have the overall 
highest spend, likely driven by 
the high cost of their gaming 
device. However they’re also 
more likely to spend more on 
technical solutions 

1. Upgrading router ($175)
2. Powerline adapters ($120)
3. Ping reducing software ($85)
 

Number of
solutions tried

Top solutions
tried by gamers

Average spend ($)

% who have tried
this number

1

$275

15%

Upgrade device
$275

Up to 2

$370

33%

Upgrade device
$275

Upgrade broadband
$95

Up to 3

$460

63%

Upgrade device
$275

Upgrade broadband
$95

Wireless boosters
$95

Up to 4

$500

76%

Upgrade device
$275

Upgrade broadband
$95

Wireless boosters
$95

Replacing router
$120

We know that gamers who experience latency issues on average try 3 different solutions

As we’ve seen previously, gamers hate lag and we can see here that they are willing to spend money to fix these issues. Let’s also not forget that 
this amount of money could potentially be spent on games if it was not spent on trying to fix these problems.
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Lag is a big issue for Female gamers, who are more 
likely to rely more on quick fixes Male gamers

Lag is more of an issue for female 
gamers and they’re more reluctant to 
pay for solutions 

Lag is more of an issue for Female gamers 

And they are more likely to be reluctant to 

pay for solutions as it’s not their fault

F

M
F

M

Female
42% Male

36% 

Female
62% Male

57% 

There is a slight difference in the perception of lag between male and female respondents. While Female Gamers tend to feel more affected by 
lag, they are also less likely to spend to fix the issue.
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Younger gamers are more willing to compromise their 
gaming experience rather than pay for a solution to latency

Younger gamers are more likely to 
quit their game when they 
experience latency

Lag is more of an issue for 18-24 y/o gamers

And are most likely to quit the game in some form when they 

experience latency

48% 36% 

66% 

Younger players tend to feel more the effects of latency on their gameplay experiences. As such, a worrying 66% of the 18-24 surveyed gamers 
are likely to “rage quit” in some way. Something to keep in mind for game studios that want to build a long-term relationship and reputation 
with this young generation of gamers.

18-24

18-24

25+

25+ 58% 



Summary
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97% of gamers have experienced Latency issues at some point 
A quarter experience this regularly and Mobile gamers are more 
likely to experience this more frequently

Over 34% will quit their game/gaming session 
completely when they experience lag 
This is particularly prominent among mobile gamers with 39% saying 
this

Lag is the top frustration for gamers vs other issues 
50% cited Lag and/or Latency as a key frustration

After quick fixes, gamers are willing to sacrifice the 
optimum experience for the sake of reducing latency  
31% reported turning down their graphics resolution/effects in attempt 
to fix this issue

51% blame games servers/ developers for Latency issues 
Particularly those in the US

While gamers do spend on latency solutions -
There is reluctancy to do so 
59% feel like they shouldn’t have to pay to fix latency as it’s not their 
problem in the first place
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Glossary of 
technical terms
Crossplay 

A crossplay game is one that supports online play between multiple platforms, for example, allowing PC or mobile gamers to play in the same matches as console 
gamers. 

Lag

In the context of online gaming, lag often refers to the delay between the player's input and the actions that they see on screen, and is also used to describe the impact 
of high latency. This might involve weapons not firing, characters not moving correctly (suddenly disappearing, jumping around on-screen), rubberbanding (backward 
popping of characters in motion) or unexplained deaths in the game. 

Latency 

Latency is the measure of delay between the player’s input and the actions they see on screen, measured in milliseconds. 
Low latency is good, while high latency can impact gameplay in a negative way. 

Streaming 

In the video game world, streaming usually refers to players that stream their gameplay via a platform such as Twitch or YouTube so others can watch them play in 
real-time.
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About
Edgegap
Edgegap provides a managed serverless platform enabling developers to distribute their games and applications anywhere and 
everywhere in the world within seconds. Leveraging edge computing, Edgegap’s automated platform lowers latency, increases fairness and 
minimizes the engineering resources needed to manage the infrastructure. 

Founded by Mathieu Duperré in 2018, Edgegap is a pioneer in the edge computing industry & automation. Before founding Edgegap, 
Mathieu was working at Cisco Systems as a specialist in software-based solutions for the telecom industry. Edgegap’s senior leadership 
team includes Chief Product Officer, Vincent Archambault, who joined the company after a career in the video game industry, and Philip 
Cote as Chief Technology Officer with 20+ years of experience in the infrastructure space. 

By using Edgegap, you can lower latency in average of 42% for 95% of your players*. As seen in this report, the 34% churn of players 
leaving due to lag can be reduced, thus making them happier and more likely to spend money & time in your game. 

To discuss the findings of this report and learn more about Edgegap, please contact: 

          report@edgegap.com 

* https://edgegap.com/2020/05/15/case-study-lower-lag-improve-fairness-in-1vs1-game/
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